XEC Export - large scale
XRY exporting made easy
XEC Export is an innovative standalone tool from MSAB, specifically
designed for users who need batch export capability.
With Export you can now export multiple XRY files to alternative
data formats in one easy to use application. Automating the process
of manually exporting a batch of XRY reports, Export allows users to
complete the job with a single click by running it as service either on a
dedicated server or on your workstation.
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+ EXPORT MULTIPLE XRY FILES
+ AUTOMATED PROCESS
+ USE AS BACKGROUND SERVICE

CUSTOMIZE YOUR EXPORT EXPERIENCE
The program gives you the option to export specific or all available views
within the XRY file. It then parses the files to determine if the views are
available for export before it continues to the next file.
By running Export as a service in the background, you can drop your XRY
files into a folder and let the application take care of the process for you.
Once finished, you can have Export either move the folder to an archive
or have it deleted while all of your exported data is stored in a designated
destination. The result is saved within the Event Viewer found in Windows
operating system, where you can review the outcome of the exports.

NO MORE WAITING FOR EXPORTING TO FINISH
The benefit of using Export as a background service, is that you do not
have to wait for one export to be completed before you can start another
batch export. You can add new files into the “incoming” folder and
Export will monitor the folder for changes and continue to export the
new files as they arrive.
You can configure the program settings to fit your needs. To export
manually or use the Export as a service is optional within the same user
interface. You can also enable or disable the service from within the user
interface at any time.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
»» Run as Background Service Option Available
»» Save Your Settings to Speed Up the Process
»» Export as XML and Archive as a zip file

TOOLS
»» Application Front End
»» Run as a Background Service
»» Automated Batch Exporting Tool
»» Alternative Export Templates available
»» Option to delete files after export
»» Audit trail
SPECIFICATIONS
»» Windows 7, 8, 10 or Windows Server
»» Service & Maintenance License
EXPORT TO:
»» XML
»» Extended XML
»» PDF
»» Excel
»» Word
»» HTML
»» File
»» KMZ
»» GPZ
»» VICS

Export is also available as a service solution.

Export is available in desktop application format.

Contact sales@msab.com to request a quote!
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